We present a method of evaluating the properties of electrostatic shock in laser-produced plasmas by using optical diagnostics. A shock is formed by a collimated jet in counter-streaming plasmas in nearly collisioinless condition, showing the steepening of the transition width in time. In the present experiment, a streaked optical pyrometry was applied to evaluate the electron density and temperatures in the upstream and downstream regions of the shock so that the shock conditions are satisfied, by assuming thermal bremsstrahlung emission in optically thin plasmas. The derived electron densities are nearly consistent with those estimated from interferometry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Collisionless shocks have been widely studied in various research fields in the universe, space, and laboratory plasmas because of their importance as the origin of particle acceleration. In astrophysical context, for example, x-ray emissions from accelerated electrons have been observed from supernova remnant shocks [1] [2] [3] , and particle accelerations have been directly detected by satellites in space plasmas 4, 5 . Collisionless shocks can be simply classified with respect to the electromagnetic properties 6 : laminar electrostatic (ES) shock and turbulent electromagnetic (EM) shock. ES shocks are rare in space and astrophysical plasmas because most of the plasmas are magnetized. They, however, exist in specific conditions such as auroral zone in planets [7] [8] [9] and solar corona 10 even in magnetized plasmas along the magnetic field one-dimensionally, and can accelerate charged particles rapidly with ES potentials. Also, ES shock can be formed in an early stage of EM shock formation as suggested by a particle-in-cell Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendrof, Bautzner Landstrasse 400, 01328 Dresden, Germany simulation 11 . On the other hand, most shocks in the universe or space are magnetized shocks in which magnetic field plays important role in the shock formation. EM shock can be formed in anisotropic collisionless plasma, for example, in counter-streaming plasmas via Weibel instability. Recent numerical works have indicated that EM shocks can be formed in weak magnetic field or without magnetic field in relativistic [12] [13] [14] and even in nonrelativistic 11,15-17 counter-streaming plasmas.
Laboratory experiments can be scaled to the astrophysical phenomena in collisionless plasmas considering the dimensionless parameters 18 and can be alternative ways to investigate astrophysical high-energy phenomena. Collisionless shocks have been investigated with high-power laser systems because highpower laser irradiation on a solid target generates highspeed counter-streaming plasmas 19 and their interaction can be collisionless 20 . ES Shocks have been generated in laser-produced counter-streaming plasmas and measured with optical diagnostics: shadowgraphy 21, 22 , interferometry 21, 23 , self-emission streaked optical pyrometry (SOP) 24 , and proton radiography 25, 26 . In addition, experiments for EM shocks have been recently proposed and studied with large laser systems 27,28 such as Omega and National Ignition Facility (NIF). Collisionless counter-streaming plasmas have been measured with laser Thomson scattering technique 29, 30 and the magnetic field structures induced by Weibel instability have been observed by proton radiography 31, 32 as an early stage of EM shock formation.
Laser Thomson scattering technique enable us to de-rive local plasma parameters such as density, temperature, and drift velocity, as well as the Mach-number of a shock 33 . This is, however, limited in local measurements and therefore, requires simultaneous measurements to obtain global structures such as gated optical imager, interferometry, and SOP 33 . SOP has been widely applied to optically thick plasmas in inertial confinement fusion experiments and high-energy-density experiments 34, 35 to measure the plasma temperature. Such plasmas can be regarded as a blackbody radiator, and T b ∼ T e ∼ T i , where T e and T i are, respectively, electron and ion temperatures, and T b is brightness temperature derived assuming blackbody radiation at a certain wavelength. In this case, the emission from the plasma directly connected to the plasma temperature. On the other hand, in an optically thin plasma, T e is much larger than T b , and the emission is expressed as thermal bremsstrahlung emission. In the present experiment, the plasmas created by a high-power laser system were mainly optically thin. Nevertheless, the measurement of emission in optically thin plasma is useful because it depends on both the electron density and temperature, and a sudden emission change shows the plasma density and/or temperature jump. Bremsstrahlung emission in optically thin plasmas depends on electron density squared but only the inverse square root of electron temperature 36 , meaning the inference of electron temperature from SOP is challenging.
In this paper, we propose a method to evaluate the electron temperatures and densities in the upstream and downstream regions of an ES shock in optically thin laser-produced plasmas by using SOP. The experimental conditions for the generation of the counter-streaming plasmas are given in Ref. 37 . A shock is observed only in the counter-streaming plasmas, and no shock is observed without a counter flow, indicating that the counter-streaming interaction is essential for shock formation. Here, the emission jump at the shock surface is quantitatively investigated combined with the jump conditions of a shock to obtain the plasma densities and temperatures in the upstream and downstream regions. The derived density is nearly consistent with that obtained from interferometry. Unlike our previous work on the local measurement at a shock 33 , the proposed analysis technique measures the electron temperature and density as well as the global structure of a shock. Though this technique is applied to an ES shock in this paper, it is applicable to any shocks satisfying the jump conditions formed in optically thin plasmas, including an EM shock which is expected to be generated in near future with NIF laser facility 38 .
II. EXPERIMENT
The experiment was performed with Gekko-XII (GXII) HIPER laser system at Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University: frequency tripled Nd:Glass laser (351 nm) which has the energy of ∼ 120 J/beam in 500 ps pulse duration. The focal spot diameter was 300 µm, and four laser beams were focused on a surface of target with separations of 100-250 µm. As discussed in Ref. 37 , this beam spot separation forms a confined jet-like plasma structure on the axis.
We used two types of targets: One is a double-foil target consisting of two CH foils with the thicknesses of 10 µm and 60 µm, and the other is a single-foil target with a 10 µm thick foil. Figure 1 (a) shows the schematic view of the double-foil target. Four laser beams were focused on the 10 µm thick foil (first foil) and plasma flow was created at the rear-side of the first foil. The second foil was ablated by the radiation early in time and by the first foil plasma later in time. As a result, counter-streaming plasmas were created between the two foils. The single-foil target has only the first foil, and no counter-flow was generated.
Plasma expansion and shock formation were observed from the transverse to the plasma expanding direction. Self-emission was measured by SOP with an interference filter which has the central wavelength of 450 nm. The linearity in time, uniformity in space, and sensitivity of the streak camera for SOP were calibrated to derive the emission energy from the digital counts in each pixel 39 . The electron density and the phase difference were measured by Nomarski interferometry (IF) and streaked interferometry (SI) with a probe laser: a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) with a pulse width of ∼ 14 ns. The electron density profile was calculated from IF, and the time variation of the one-dimensional density was estimated from SI. IF image was recorded by an intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) camera with a gate width of 250 ps.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Shock observation Figure 2 (a) shows the temporal variation of the emission energy for the double-foil target obtained by SOP. The surfaces of two foils are at x = 0 and 4.5 mm, and t = 0 ns corresponds to the laser timing. The plasma created at the first foil (x = 0 mm) by the laser beams begins to propagate at t = 0 ns, and reaches the second foil (x = 4.5 mm) at t ∼ 15 ns. After that, the second foil is ablated and heated by the plasma from the first foil 40 . The second foil is also ablated and plasma is created by the radiation from the first foil at the laser timing 19, 37 . Figures 2(b) , 2(c),2(d), and 2(e) show the profiles of the emission energy at t = 2.0, 9.0, 11, and 13 ns, respectively. The emission energies suddenly change at x ≃ 0.5 mm in Fig. 2(b) , x ≃ 2.3 mm in Fig. 2(c) , x ≃ 3 mm in Fig. 2(d) , and x ≃ 3.5 mm in Fig. 2(e) . In order to evaluate the transition width of the emission energy ϵ, the profiles are fitted with the following equation: Comparing the results for the doublefoil and single-foil targets, the velocity of the plasmas from the first foil for the double-foil target is less than that for the single-foil target. Furthermore, the transition width W for the double-foil target is shorter than that for the single-foil target. These two effects might be caused by the existence of the counter-streaming flows in the double-foil target. Unlike the double-foil target case, W increases monotonically for the single-foil target, meaning no shock is formed in expanding plasmas in vacuum. In the double-foil experiment, the transition width gradually increases to wider than 0.2 mm until t ∼ 10 ns, then starts to decrease to shorter than 0.1 mm at t > 12 ns. This shortening in the transition width indicates the shock formation. A clear shock is created at t > 12 ns, and propagates toward the second foil. The emission distribution shows that the upstream and downstream regions correspond to right and left regions, respectively [upstream at x > 3.5 mm and downstream at x < 3.5 mm in Fig. 2(e) ], and the upstream flow comes from the second foil as shown in Fig. 2(a) at t ≳ 0 ns and x ∼ 4.5 mm. The shock velocity v s is almost constant and evaluated by a linear fitting as v s = 220 ± 8 km/s as shown with a solid line in Fig. 4(b) . v s is slower than initial expansion velocity as indicated by a dashed line (v s ) which is extended from a solid line, as a result of counter-streaming interaction. 
B. Estimation of electron temperature at the vicinity of a shock
Here, we estimate the plasma densities and temperatures in the upstream and downstream regions of the shock. The plasmas were obviously optically thin at the time (t ≃12-15 ns) and the position (x ≃3-4 mm) where the shock was generated, because the probe laser could penetrate them and was detected with IF and SI as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 8(a). Radiation energy density from such plasmas is expressed with thermal bremsstrahlung emission 41 as
where e is the elementary charge, ϵ 0 is the permittivity of free space, c is the speed of light, m is the electron mass, λ ≃ 450 nm is the wavelength, h is the Planck constant, Z is the degree of ionization, and g f f is a velocity averaged 
Gaunt factor
42 . The ratio of ϵ λ in the downstream to upstream regions is calculated as
where T 0 and T 1 are the electron temperatures at the upstream and downstream, respectively. On the other hand, from the shock condition, temperature and density ratios in a perfect gas are expressed with an upstream Mach-number M = v 0 /c s0 ,
where v 0 and v 1 are, respectively, the upstream and downstream flow velocities in the shock rest frame, c s0 is the upstream sound velocity, and γ is the adiabatic constant. Here, v 0 is calculated from v 0 = u 2 + v s , where v s = 220 km/s as shown in Fig. 4 (b) and u 2 = (4.5 mm − x s )/t for given time t and shock position x s . In the upstream region, c s0 is expressed as c s0 = √ (Z + γ)T 0 /m i , where m i is the ion mass, and we assume T 0 = T e = T i , electrons are isothermal, γ = 5/3, and Z = 3.5. Therefore, T 0 is expressed as a function of M , t, and x s as
Substituting Eqs. (5), (6) , and (7) into Eq. (4), the ratio ϵ λ1 /ϵ λ0 is expressed as a function of M , t, x s , and g (5), (6) , and (7), we obtain T 0 ≃ 43 eV, T 1 ≃ 92 eV, and n 1 /n 0 ≃ 2.3.
For a given T e , the emission energies for the bremsstrahlung emission are expressed as a function of n e . Figure 6 shows the emission energies calculated with Eq. (2) in the upstream (T e = T 0 ≃ 43 eV) and the downstream (T e = T 1 ≃ 92 eV) regions. The Gaunt factors are evaluated using the above temperatures as 
C. Electron density from interferometry
Electron density was evaluated by using IF and SI simultaneously with same experimental conditions as SOP measurements but in different laser shot. IF shows complicated fringe structures later in time (t ≳ 10 ns) and it is impossible to calculate n e from IF. Here, we evaluate the validity of estimating electron density from onedimensional interferogram of SI early in time comparing with IF, and estimate the electron density later in time only from SI. Figure 7 (a) shows the IF data at t = 5 ns for the double-foil target. The interference fringes lie in the horizontal direction without plasmas and shift upward as the plasma density increases. The first and second foils are located at x = 0 and 4.5 mm, respectively, as shown with dashed lines. The laser beams are focused at x = 0 mm and y ∼ 2.6 mm (dash-dot line). The electron density n e on the axis (y = 2.6 mm) of the expanding plasma is calculated with numerical Abel inversion method from the lower region (y < 2.6 mm), and shown in Figs. 7(b) with the solid line. The interferogram is not axisymmetric especially in upper half (y > 2.6 mm) because of high-density plasma near the second foil (x ∼3-4 mm and y ∼3-5) coming from the supporting frame. In the regions x < 2.5 mm and x > 4.1 mm, the interference fringes disappear since the electron density is too high or the plasma size is too large, and the probe laser is not detected in the optical diagnostics. The maximum calculable electron density is less than ∼ 2 × 10 19 cm −3 . The electron density at x = 3.5 mm is about 3 × 10 18 cm at t = 5 ns. Figure 8 (a) shows the SI data for the double-foil target. SI observes the interference fringes at y = 2.6 mm [dashdot line in Fig. 7(a) ]. Bright areas correspond to the fringes. Figure 8(b) shows the number of fringes N as a function of the emerging time of each fringe at x = 3.5 mm. The value N at t = 10.8 ns and t = 11.6 ns is the same (N = 9), and it starts to decrease at t > 11.6 ns. N decreases at the time shown with dashed line in Fig.  8(a) . Phase difference δθ is expressed with n e , plasma size l, and N as
where n c is the critical density for the probe laser, and therefore,
It is difficult to calculate the correct electron densities using SI because there is no information about the transverse profiles of the phase difference and, hence, no in- formation on the plasma size l. If we can obtain l, for example from IF, n e can be calculated from Eq. (9). The evaluated electron densities for l = 2 mm (dashed line) and 5 mm (dotted line) are also shown in Fig. 8(b) . Figure 7 (c) represents the plasma size l (FWHM) along y-direction evaluated from the interferogram of Fig. 7 (a) at y = 0-2.6 mm at each x position assuming the axial symmetry. Electron densities evaluated using Eq. (9) with N from the SI data [ Fig. 8(b) ] and the plasma size l at t = 5 ns [ Fig. 7(c) ] are shown in Fig. 7(b) . They are consistent to the values obtained by IF within a factor of two.
However, we can evaluate n e roughly by SI assuming the plasma size l. The fringes disappeared at the outside of the solid lines [in the regions (1) and (4) in Fig. 8(a) ] because the electron density and/or plasma size is large. The detectable electron density is n e = (1-20) × 10 18 cm −3 for IF, and the electron density in the regions (2) and (3) should be less than ∼ 2×10 19 cm −3 . For example, the position of the shock in Fig. 4(b) at t = 13 ns is x = 3.5 mm, and N ≃ 8.5 at the same position and time as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The electron density at the vicinity of the shock derived from Eq. (9) is n e ∼ 1.8×10
19 cm −3 for l = 2 mm and ∼ 7×10 18 cm −3 for l = 5 mm. This density is nearly consistent with the estimated values from SI.
D. Collisionality
Before the shock formation, temporal variation of the counter-streaming relative velocity V (t) is estimated as V (t) = |u 1 (t, x) − u 2 (t, x)|, regardless of the position x, where u 1 (t, x) = x/t and u 2 (t, x) = −(4.5 mm − x)/t are the flow velocities from the first (left-side) foil and the second (right-side) foil, respectively, and is simply expressed as V (t) = 4.5 mm/t. Using the ion density n i = n e /Z for n e = 1.7 × 10 19 cm −3 and Z = 3.5, and counter-streaming relative velocity V (t), the ion-ion collision mean-free-path is calculated using the following definition 43 : λ ii = 2πϵ 0 m
IV. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the method of evaluating electron temperatures and densities at the upstream and downstream of a shock produced in nearly collisionless counter-streaming plasmas considering the self-emission intensities and shock conditions. The shock formation was confirmed with the streaked optical pyrometry as a sudden decrease in the transition width. The electron temperatures and densities are evaluated from the measured emission energy combined with the jump condition of the shock. The electron temperature and density jump from T 0 = 43 eV and n e = 7.4 × 10 18 cm −3 in the upstream region to T 1 = 92 eV and n e = 1.7 × 10 19 cm −3 in the downstream region of the shock. These densities are consistent with that evaluated from streaked interferometry. Interference fringes make complicated structures at t > 10 ns and it is impossible to calculate n e directly from interferometry later in time. Here, the electron density early in time (t = 5 ns) was calculated by interferometry, and the temporal variation was observed by streaked interferometry. The ion-ion collision mean-free-path was much larger than the evaluated shock width (< 100 µm) even with the maximum calculable electron density ∼ 1.7 × 10 19 cm −3 . This technique of inferring electron temperature and density can be applied to shock waves produced in laser-produced plasmas 6, 19, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [37] [38] [39] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] which have been extensively studied with high-power laser systems such as National Ignition Facility (NIF), Omega, and Gekko-XII. This technique can be verified with other diagnostics such as laser Thomson scattering to measure temperature and density directly, and with hydrodynamic and/or particle-in-cell simulations including radiation, plasmasolid interaction, and counter-streaming plasma collision and penetrations.
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